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Recent investigations into the neural mechanisms that underlie temporal perception have
revealed that the striatum is an important contributor to interval timing processes, and elec-
trophysiological recording studies have shown that the ﬁring rates of striatal neurons are
modulated by the time in a trial at which an operant response is made. However, it remains
unclear whether striatal ﬁring rate modulations are related to the passage of time alone
(i.e., whether temporal information is represented in an “abstract” manner independent of
other attributes of biological importance), or whether this temporal information is embed-
ded within striatal activity related to co-occurring contextual information, such as motor
behaviors. This study evaluated these two hypotheses by recording from striatal neurons
while rats performed a temporal production task. Rats were trained to respond at differ-
ent nosepoke apertures for food reward under two simultaneously active reinforcement
schedules: a variable-interval (VI-15 s) schedule and a ﬁxed-interval (FI-15 s) schedule of
reinforcement. Responding during a trial occurred in a sequential manner composing three
phases; VI responding, FI responding, VI responding. The vast majority of task-sensitive
striatal neurons (95%) varied their ﬁring rates associated with equivalent behaviors (e.g.,
periods in which their snout was heldwithin the nosepoke) across these behavioral phases,
and 96% of cells varied their ﬁring rates for the same behavior within a phase, thereby
demonstrating their sensitivity to time. However, in a direct test of the abstract timing
hypothesis, 91% of temporally modulated “hold” cells were further modulated by the
overt motor behaviors associated with transitioning between nosepokes. As such, these
data are inconsistent with the striatum representing time in an “abstract’ manner, but sup-
port the hypothesis that temporal information is embedded within contextual and motor
functions of the striatum.
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INTRODUCTION
The ability to adapt to the temporal structure of events in the sec-
onds tominutes range, interval timing, is critical for behaving in an
efﬁcient manner with respect to an unstable, but predictable, envi-
ronment (Gallistel, 1990; Brunner et al., 1996; Buhusi and Meck,
2005). Besides providing the important ability to predict when
speciﬁc events should occur, interval timing may also be essential
for the computational processes underlying associative learning
(Gibbon and Balsam, 1981; Miller and Barnet, 1993; Gallistel and
Gibbon, 2000; Balsam et al., 2006), adaptive foraging (Kacelnik
and Bateson, 1996), and rate estimation (Brunner et al., 1992). In
addition, disordered timing may contribute to behavioral deﬁcits
in addictive disorders (Bickel and Marsch, 2001; Perry and Carroll,
2008) as well as those seen in a variety of patient populations (Har-
rington et al., 1998; Malapani et al., 2002; Penney et al., 2005; Beste
et al., 2007). However, despite the relevance of interval timing to
adaptive behavior, the neural mechanisms underlying this capac-
ity remain unclear. While recent electrophysiological results from
rats have shown that primary visual cortex activity is modulated in
timing tasks (Shuler and Bear, 2006), thereby opening the possibil-
ity that time is computed within single cortical structures (see also
Karmarkar and Buonomano, 2007), behavioral work has shown
that temporal memories can be transmitted or combined across
modalities (Meck and Church, 1982; Roberts and Holder, 1984;
Nagarajan et al., 1998; Swanton et al., 2009), thereby suggest-
ing a centralized timing process that operates in an “abstract,” or
amodal, fashion (Walsh, 2003; van Wassenhove, 2009). Likewise,
functional neuroimaging work in humans (Ferrandez et al., 2003;
Nenadic et al., 2003; Coull, 2004; Harrington et al., 2004; Macar
et al., 2004; Pouthas et al., 2005; Tregellas et al., 2006; Livesey
et al., 2007; Stevens et al., 2007), lesion studies in rodents (Diet-
rich et al., 1997; Meck, 2006), and electrophysiological recordings
from humans (Macar et al., 1999; Pfeuty et al., 2005), non-human
primates (Brody et al., 2003; Leon and Shadlen, 2003; Sakurai
et al., 2004; Janssen and Shadlen, 2005; Tsujimoto and Sawaguchi,
2005; Mita et al., 2009) and rodents (Matell et al., 2003, 2011),
have implicated a broad network of non-sensory structures in
interval timing, including parietal and frontal cortices, the basal
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ganglia, and thalamus. Thus, the available evidence is consistent
with the notion of an amodal temporal representation available
for behavioral control.
In an attempt to integrate the wide array of neural structures
involved in interval timing, Matell and Meck (2000, 2004) pro-
posed the striatal beat frequency (SBF) model of interval timing.
In SBF, cortical activity is hypothesized to evolve as a function of
time since an event’s occurrence, thereby functioning as a “clock”
signal. The striatum is proposed to detect the state of the cortex
and respond when the cortical pattern matches previously rein-
forced states, thereby serving as the memory and decision stages
of an information processing model. Output from the striatum is
then fed through basal ganglia output channels to the thalamus
en route to the motor cortex, thereby engendering a behavioral
response.
In order to examine the involvement of the cortex and striatum
in interval timing, Matell et al. (2003) tested rats on a mixed 10-s,
40-s probabilistic ﬁxed-interval schedule while recording single
cell activity from both anterior cingulate cortex and dorsal ante-
rior striatum. Due to a lower probability of reinforcement at the
short duration compared to the long duration, average behav-
ioral response rates ramped up to a maximum around 10 s, and if
reinforcement was not delivered, responding ramped back down
before ramping back up to an equivalent maximal rate at 40 s. Sug-
gesting a direct relation to motor behavior, many neurons in both
structures responded in a similar pattern (i.e., equivalent maximal
activity at both 10 and 40 s). However, a subset of neurons showed
differential ﬁring rates at one of these times as compared to the
other, demonstrating their sensitivity to time. The discrepancy in
ﬁring rate between 10 and 40 s was larger in the striatal neurons
than the cortical neurons, thereby supporting SBF’s contention
that the striatum serves to “recognize” speciﬁc trained intervals.
Intriguingly, many of these temporally sensitive neurons
showed maximal peak-shaped ﬁring at 10 s, and a secondary,
smaller increase in ﬁring at 40 s (see Figure 1A). This activity
pattern can be interpreted in two ways: temporally modulated
motor coding (Figure 1B) versus “abstract” temporal coding
(Figure 1C). In the temporally modulated motor coding scheme,
the heightened activity at both 10 and 40 s critically depends upon
the co-occurring motor activity of the rat which also peaked at
10 s and ramped to 40 s. In this scheme, the temporal speci-
ﬁcity of the neurons is seen as a modulation in the strength
of this motor-related ﬁring at one time compared to another.
For example, as shown in Figure 1B, a neuron that ﬁres at a
greater rate at 10 s than at 40 s could result from an increase in
response related ﬁring at 10 s as compared to response related ﬁr-
ing at 40 s (the same result could also be due to a decrease in
response related activity at 40 s). Support for this type of tempo-
rally modulated motor coding scheme comes from classic views
of the basal ganglia as a set of motor structures (DeLong, 1983;
Marsden, 1984; Schultz and Romo, 1988). In the latter, “abstract,”
coding scheme, temporally speciﬁc striatal activity would occur
without modulation by the motor behaviors of the rat, and the
elevated, but differential, ﬁring rates at 10 and 40 s reﬂect a rep-
resentation of both of these criterion durations. As shown in
Figure 1C, the lower rate of activity at 40 s reﬂects the scalar
variability that is characteristic of interval timing behavior (i.e.,
FIGURE 1 | Panel (A) (adapted from Matell et al., 2003) displays the
activity pattern of a representative striatal neuron showing differential
activity at two times associated with possible reinforcement (10 and
40 s), indicating sensitivity to specific temporal interval(s). Importantly,
the behavioral response rate was equivalent at these two times, thereby
ruling out a simple motor coding role of the striatum. The peak in ﬁring at
10 s and the secondary increase in ﬁring at 40 s could result from two
processes. (B) Represents a temporally modulated motor coding scheme in
which the neural activity is directly tied to the motor behavior of the rat, but
ﬁring is enhanced at 10 s, and/or diminished at 40 s, thereby demonstrating
temporal expectation. (C) Represents an “abstract” temporal coding
scheme, such that both 10 and 40 s are represented by the neuron, and the
smaller magnitude at 40 s reﬂects scalar variability. In this latter coding
scenario, the motor behavior of the rat is a “downstream” effect and does
not contribute to striatal ﬁring rates.
the decrease in precision and amplitude seen when subjects esti-
mate longer durations (Gibbon, 1977). In this scheme, the motor
activity is a “downstream” behavioral response to the temporal
information reﬂected in the heighted ﬁring rates of the stri-
atal neurons. Support for a motor-independent “abstract” coding
scheme comes from recording work in primates in which ﬁr-
ing rates ﬂuctuate in a duration-speciﬁc manner in the absence
of observable behavior (Brody et al., 2003; Leon and Shadlen,
2003).
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To further investigate the role of the striatum in the temporal
control of behavior and the temporal expectation of reinforce-
ment, and to assess the form of changes in ﬁring rate that emerge
across the trial, we recorded from striatal neurons in rats. Subjects
were trained to nosepoke into different nosepoke apertures at dif-
ferent times within a trial, with different reinforcement schedules
associated with each aperture. Speciﬁcally, rats were trained that
nosepoking into a central nosepoke aperture would probabilisti-
cally deliver reinforcement after a ﬁxed interval (FI) had elapsed,
while poking into a peripheral nosepoke aperture would proba-
bilistically deliver reinforcement at a variable time (VI) in the trial
(Matell and Portugal, 2007). No information was provided to the
rats to indicate the time or nosepoke aperture at which reinforce-
ment, if any, could be earned on each trial. As such, their behavior
duringnon-reinforcedprobe trials progressed in a sequentialman-
ner; it was directed toward the VI nosepoke aperture early in the
trial, transitioned to the FI nosepoke aperture as time approached
the criterion ﬁxed-interval duration, and then transitioned back
to the VI nosepoke aperture following the passage of the crite-
rion time. Because reinforcement could be earned simply by the
rat having its snout in the nosepoke, without making an active
response, sustained nosepoke “holding” was generally continuous
throughout the trial, except when the rats switched nosepokes,
allowing us to address whether striatal neurons showed temporal
modulation in their ﬁring rates duringmatched behaviors by com-
paring activity across and within nosepoking phases. This design
also allowed us to assess whether such temporal modulation was
sensitive to the collateral motor behaviors made by the rat dur-
ing the trial. Speciﬁcally, if striatal activity represents the time
of predictable reinforcement irrespective of any collateral motor
behaviors, neural activity during the behavioral transitions should
fall within the range of ﬁring rates occurring during the surround-
ing nosepoking phases. In contrast, if striatal neurons encode time
within a behavioral context, the transition behaviors should pro-
duce abrupt changes in ﬁring rate, such that the transition ﬁring
rates are outside the rangeof those associatedwith the surrounding
nosepoke-related activity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
SUBJECTS
Five male Sprague–Dawley rats (Harlan Labs, Indianapolis, IN,
USA) that were approximately 60 days of age at the start of the
experiment were used in this study. Rats were housed in pairs with
a 12-h light–dark cycle, with lights on from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Ani-
mals were trained during the light phase of the cycle, and were
given continuous access to water throughout the study. All rats
were kept on a restricted feeding schedule and their body weights
were maintained at 85–90% of their free-feeding weights, adjusted
for growth. Following electrode implantation surgeries, rats were
housed individually. All procedures were conducted in accordance
with the Villanova University’s Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee (IACUC).
APPARATUS
All behavioral data were obtained using standard operant-
conditioning chambers (30.5× 25.4× 30.5 cm – Coulbourn
Instruments). The sides of the chamber were ventilated Plexi-
glas, and the front wall, back wall and ceiling were aluminum.
The ﬂoor was composed of stainless steel bars. A pellet dispenser
attached to the back wall of the operant chamber delivered 45-mg
sucrose pellets (Formula F; Noyes Precision, Lancaster, NH, USA)
to a food cup. Three nosepoke response apertures with LED cue
lights in their interior were placed on the front wall of the cham-
ber. In order to ensure that responding on each nosepoke aperture
was broadly similar in terms of body position, two aluminum
“hallway” barriers (30.5 cm high× 8.2 cm length) were attached
to the front wall so that a rat could not respond on the nosepokes
unless its body was perpendicular to the front wall. These barriers
also prevented the rat from rapidly switching between nosepokes.
The operant chambers were also equipped with a houselight and
a seven-tone audio generator. Behavioral data were transmitted
to a computer program that recorded all events (Graphic State,
Coulbourn Instruments,Whitehall, PA,USA). Following electrode
implantation, all neural and behavioral data were recorded with a
40-kHzA-Ddata acquisition system (Recorder,Plexon Inc.,Dallas,
Texas).
BEHAVIOR
Magazine training (1 session)
In this procedure, a sucrose pellet was delivered once per min for
60 min.
Nosepoke autoshaping (2–3 sessions)
Following magazine training, rats were given sessions of nosepoke
autoshaping. In this phase of training, reinforcement was deliv-
ered, independently of responding, once per min for the 60-min
session. Prior to reinforcement, the center nosepoke cue light was
turned on for 1 s. Responses made by the animal on the center
nosepoke at any time during the session also resulted in rein-
forcement. Rats met the autoshaping criterion once they made 60
nosepokes within a session on two consecutive days.
Nosepoke discrimination training (1 session)
Rats were trained to respond on all three nosepokes for reinforce-
ment. Trials began with the activation of a pulsing 1 kHz tone
(pulse frequency= 12.5 Hz) and continuous onset of a randomly
selected nosepoke light. Reinforcement was delivered for the ﬁrst
poke into the lit nosepoke aperture and the tone andnosepoke light
were extinguished, ending the trial. Responses to unlit nosepokes
had no consequence. Reinforcement was followed by a random
20–40 s inter-trial interval (ITI) on this and all subsequent proce-
dures. Session duration was 60 min. All rats met the criterion of
20 responses on each active nosepoke during the ﬁrst session.
Fixed-interval training (∼15 sessions)
Rats were trained on a discrete trials 15 s ﬁxed-interval sched-
ule. Trials again commenced with a 12.5-Hz pulsing 1 kHz tone.
In addition to the tone, the cue light of either the left or right
nosepoke was activated, and a response made on the illuminated
nosepoke initiated an FI trial. At the start of the FI trial, a contin-
uous 4 kHz tone and the center nosepoke cue light were activated,
and the side nosepoke light extinguished. Subjects were reinforced
for the ﬁrst response on the FI nosepoke after 15 s had elapsed.
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Rats were also reinforced if their snout was inside the nosepoke
when the criterion duration (15 s) was reached. The tone and cue
light were terminated after reinforcement. Sessions lasted 120 min
in this and all subsequent procedures. After several sessions, an
examination of average response probability as a function of signal
duration showed the classic scallop pattern of responding (Ferster
and Skinner, 1957). Rats advanced to the next phase of training
once the average response probability at the criterion duration
(bin from 14–15 s) exceeded 80%.
Peak-interval training (∼10 sessions)
Peak-interval training was identical to ﬁxed-interval training,
except that a proportion of trials (50%)were non-reinforced probe
trials. On probe trials, the 4-kHz tone and the cue light of the FI
nosepoke remained on for 2.5–3.5 times the criterion duration
(38–53 s), and all responses had no programmed consequence.
No indication was given to the subject as to which trial type (FI
or probe) had been selected. As with previous research (Roberts,
1981; Church et al., 1991), an examination of average response
probability as a function of time since signal onset revealed a nearly
symmetrical, Gaussian shaped function centered around 15 s. In
order to quantify the accuracy and precision of temporal respond-
ing, this peak function was ﬁt with a Gaussian curve, and the mean
and standard deviation of this curve were used as a measure of the
expected time of reinforcement (Peak Time), and the precision of
this expectation (Peak Spread). The coefﬁcient of variation (Peak
Spread/Peak Time) was calculated, and rats were advanced to the
next phase of training once this statistic was less than 0.5 for ﬁve
non-consecutive sessions.
Variable-interval training (∼2–4 sessions)
In this procedure, rats were trained to respond on the left or
right nosepoke, randomly selected on each trial, using a variable-
interval (15 s) schedule of reinforcement. Trials began in the same
manner as during ﬁxed-interval and peak-interval training, with a
poke into the illuminated left or right nosepoke. Once the rat self-
initiated the trial, the continuous 4 kHz tone commenced and the
same nosepoke light which had been ﬂashing to indicate an oppor-
tunity to initiate the trial was illuminated continuously. While
the rat’s snout was inside of the active VI nosepoke, there was a
2% probability of reinforcement every 300 ms. This low proba-
bility of reinforcement resulted in a mean delay to reinforcement
of 15 s if the rat occupied the nosepoke continuously. Responses
made on the center FI nosepoke or the inactive VI nosepoke had
no programmed consequence. Trials ended upon reinforcement.
Rats were advanced to the next phase of training once the aver-
age response probability during each of the ﬁrst 5 s of a trial was
at least 50%. Following criterion performance, rats were given an
additional session of peak-interval training before advancing to
the ﬁnal phase of training.
Peak procedure with variable-interval training/testing
(∼ 15 sessions training)
In the ﬁnal phase of training, rats were trained on a procedure
that integrated the peak-interval and variable-interval phases of
training, so that three possible trial types could be selected: 15 s FI
trials, 38–53 s probe trials, and 15 s VI trials. On all trials, one of
the VI nosepoke cue lights (left or right, randomly selected) and
the center FI nosepoke cue light were illuminated. Each trial type
had a 33% probability of being selected, and no external cues were
provided to the animal to indicate which type of trial had been
selected. Rats were trained on this procedure until their behav-
ior on probe trials showed a sequential pattern of responding:
initially poking on the active VI nosepoke aperture, switching to
the FI nosepoke prior to the criterion duration of 15 s, and then
returning to the active VI nosepoke after 15 s had passed. Once
behavior stabilized, they were implanted with electrodes, given
1 week to recover, and re-trained on this procedure until perfor-
mance returned to pre-surgical levels. Once criterion responding
was restored, electrophysiological recording commenced.
SURGERY
Electrodes
Movable electrode ensembleswere built using adesigndescribed in
Bilkey and Muir (1999). Brieﬂy, eight 25μm HML-coated tung-
sten microwires were assembled into a bundle. The microwires
were cannulated and held in place with epoxy. Through the use of
a drive screw, the microdrive allowed implanted electrode bundles
to move ventrally through the brain. The total dimension of the
bundle of eight electrode tips was approximately 1 mm × 1 mm.
Procedure
Rats were anesthetized with an intramuscular injection of keta-
mine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg), and placed in a stereo-
taxic frame. The skin and muscle on the skull were retracted, and a
small holewasdrilled into the skull at the target coordinates (center
at AP+ 0.5, ML± 3.0, DV− 3.0). The bundle was implanted into
dorsal striatum, and recordings during implantation conﬁrmed
that electrodes were operating properly and had been placed in
the target structure. In addition to the electrode, four skull screws
were implanted to hold the electrode in place. A stainless steel wire
was wound around the skull screws to serve as a ground for the
electrode. A second electrode bundle was inserted into the frontal
cortex (center at AP+ 3.0, ML± 1.5, DV− 0.5), but due to the
electrode design, we failed to acquire acceptable recordings from
these cortical electrodes. Once the bundles were in place, dental
cement was used to secure the array to the skull. The wound was
closed, and antibiotic ointment was applied. The animals were
given 1 week to recover, during which time they had free access to
food and water.
Recording procedure
Following recovery, electrophysiological recordings began once
rats re-attained stable performance on the ﬁnal version of the
procedure. Before every session, the electrode assembly was low-
ered 79μm (1/4 screw turn) ventrally into the striatum. Headstage
cables were plugged into the implants, and the rat was placed in the
operant chamber with the sound attenuating cabinet door open
in order to differentiate the chamber context during spike thresh-
olding. Subsequently, the door to the operant chamber was closed,
and the behavioral sessionwas started. The data acquisition system
recorded all neural activity that surpassed a thresholded voltage on
each mircowire, as well as all behavioral events.
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Single unit discrimination
An off-line computer program (Ofﬂine Sorter, Plexon, Dallas,
Texas) was used to discriminate and isolate action potentials
(“spikes”) from background noise, and from one another. This
program allows the user to separate spikes by computing the
principal components that maximally explain the variance in
waveform shape. Single units were discriminated from noise by
clustering in 3-D PCA space. Evaluation of the clustering of these
principal components as a function of time in the session was per-
formed to ensure stationarity of the signals. Once single units were
discriminated, the timestamps of spikes and behavioral events
were examined through a neural analysis program (NeuroEx-
plorer, Nex Technologies, Littleton, MA, USA) and MatLab (The
MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
ANALYSIS
The ﬁrst 38 s of each probe trial and all VI trials with durations
greater than 38 s were analyzed and are referred to throughout
as probe trials. Our primary goal in this study was to assess
whether striatal neurons that varied with time and/or temporal
predictability of reward had additional sensitivity to the differ-
ential motor behaviors that occurred across the trial. Because
nosepoking behavior in each phase was not limited to a single
sustained nosepoke, but often consisted of several poke and hold
behaviors (see Figure 3B), as well as occasional “checking” move-
ments to the food magazine,we isolated nosepoking periods as the
times in which the rats’ snouts were within the nosepoke aperture.
These periods were split into poke initiation, poke hold, and poke
termination (see Figure 2). Speciﬁcally, the poke initiation period
was composed of the ﬁrst 200 ms following onset of a poke. The
poke termination period was composed of the last 200 ms prior
to termination of a poke. The poke hold period was deﬁned as
the remaining time window during which the snout was within
the nosepoke aperture. We computed striatal ﬁring rates during
these nosepoking periods across the three nosepoking phases [the
initial phase of VI nosepoking (VI1), the phase of FI nosepoking
(FI), and the second phase of VI nosepoking (VI2)]. On trials with
multiple pokes in each phase, the response rates/patterns were
determined as the average response rates/patterns within a phase.
We also assessed the ﬁring rates during the transitions between
nosepoke phases. Transitions were assessed over a 200-ms window
immediately following the last nosepoke termination in each of the
ﬁrst two nosepoking phases (T1a and T2a following VI1 and FI
withdrawal, respectively) and a 200-ms window immediately pre-
ceding the ﬁrst nosepoke in the latter two nosepoking phases (T1b
and T2b preceding FI and VI2 insertion, respectively). We then
examined whether ﬁring rates differed between and within behav-
ioral phases to ascertain whether temporal aspects and/or motor
behaviors modulated striatal activity. Each analysis is described
below and signiﬁcancewas set at p< 0.05 for all analyses. Repeated
measures ANOVAs were conducted by passing the data from Mat-
Lab to R, an open source statistical package implementing S, by
utiziling thepackages statconnDCOM(Baier andNeuwirth,2007),
and ezANOVA, using Type III sums of squares, and sum con-
trasts. Results were identical to those obtained from SPSS. Figure 2
graphically shows these comparisons periods.
FIGURE 2 | A graphical representation of the behavioral windows used
for analysis.The ﬁring rates on each trial were segmented as depicted,
splitting the trial into behaviors directed into the VI nosepoke and FI
nosepoke. Periods of time in which the rat held its snout within the
nosepoke aperture were analyzed, as were brief intervals just following or
preceding these nosepoking windows. Responding on the VI nosepoke
prior to responding on the FI nosepoke were classiﬁed as the VI1 period,
and responding on the VI nosepoke following FI responding were classiﬁed
as the VI2 period. The ﬁrst 200ms following the onset of each poke was
deemed a poke initiation and is designated in green. The ﬁnal 200ms
preceding the offset of each poke was deemed a poke termination and is
designated in red. The time between poke initiation and poke termination
was deemed a nosepoke hold and is colored grey for VI nosepoke holds
and light blue for FI nosepoke holds. In order to switch from the VI
nosepoke to the FI nosepoke, and vice-versa, the rat had to retreat down a
hallway around current VI nosepoke and enter another hallway to advance
toward the FI nosepoke.We classiﬁed the ﬁrst and last 200ms intervals of
these switch periods as transitions.The retreat portion is designated yellow,
and the procession portion is designated in dark blue. Some, but not all,
response periods had multiple pokes/holds (e.g., VI1 here). Therefore, a
mean ﬁring rate for each response phase was computed. The response
holds lasted varying durations, and the ﬁring rate was simply reported as
the total spike count/total duration of the hold. The remaining analytic
windows (Poke Initiation, PokeTermination,Transition Retreat, andTransition
advance) were of a ﬁxed length, and were further split into ten 20ms bins
to evaluate changes in spike pattern (not shown). To identify whether a
single neuron was modulated by the variables in question, repeated
measure ANOVAs were conducted by comparing windows of equivalent
color, representing equivalent behaviors, with each segment composing a
within-subject phase. Individual trials served as “subjects.” Trials were
randomly chosen to have the active VI nosepoke on the left or right side of
the operant chamber, and the spatial position of the active nosepoke served
as a between-subjects factor.
Task-sensitivity
Firing rates during each task phase were computed and entered
into a repeated measures ANOVA in which behavior (VI1 poke
initiation, VI hold, VI1 poke termination, T1a, T1b, FI poke initi-
ation, FI hold, FI poke termination, T2a, T2b, VI2 poke initiation,
VI2 hold, VI2 poke termination) served as a within-subject fac-
tor, and VI spatial position (left or right VI trial) served as a
between-subject factor.
Temporal/schedule modulation across nosepoking phases
Firing rates during the three nosepoking phases were compared
with repeated measures ANOVAs examining VI1, FI, and VI2
(initiation, holds, or termination performed separately) as within-
subject factors and spatial position of the active VI nosepoke for
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FIGURE 3 | A representative example of the average pattern of
responding from a single rat observed during an electrophysiological
recording session (A). FI nosepoke responses formed a near-symmetrical
peak distribution, centered near 15 s, while two separate periods of
responding occurred on the VI nosepoke. (B) Depicts the pattern of
responding observed in an individual probe trial. Black lines indicate
occupancy in the VI nosepoke, and grey lines indicate occupancy in the FI
nosepoke.
each trial as a between-subject factor. With the nosepoke holds,
because the hold duration varied across pokes and trials, we uti-
lized the mean ﬁring rate during all holds within a phase. For
poke initiation and termination, we split the analysis window into
ten 20 ms bins, and included time as a within-subject factor. In
those neurons that had signiﬁcant ﬂuctuations in rate during hold
behaviors across nosepoking phases, we broadly categorized their
response pattern as ramping if ﬁring rates grew in a monotonic
manner, and peaking if ﬁring rates were non-monotonic (i.e., low
rate – high rate – low rate).
Temporal/schedule modulation across transition phases
Firing rates during the transition behaviors associatedwith switch-
ing nosepokes (200 ms windows as deﬁned above) were compared
with a repeated measures ANOVA with transition phase (e.g., T1a
versus T2a) as a within-subject factor, and spatial position of the
active VI nosepoke as a between-subject factor.
Sensitivity to overt motor behavior
As the majority of cells showed temporal sensitivity during the
hold periods across nosepoking phases, we wished to examine
whether these cells had ﬁring rates that grew/decayed in a monot-
onic manner between phases, or whether their activity was inﬂu-
encedby theovertmotor behaviors occurringduring the transition
between nosepokes. To this end, the expected ﬁring rate was com-
puted as a linear function from the mean rate during the last ﬁfth
of the preceding hold period to the mean rate during the ﬁrst ﬁfth
of the forthcoming hold period. A repeated measures ANOVA was
used to compare the actual ﬁring rate during each transitionperiod
to this expected ﬁring rate,with spatial location of theVI nosepoke
serving as a between-subjects factor. For example, the ﬁring rate
during transition phase T1a was compared to the expected ﬁring
rate computed as a linear function from the ﬁring rate during the
last 1/5 of the preceding VI1 phase to the ﬁring rate during the
ﬁrst 1/5 of the following FI phase.
Temporal modulation within a behavioral state
In many of the above analyses, the inﬂuence of phase/response
schedule contingencies was confounded with the inﬂuence of
elapsed time. Therefore, we analyzed the pattern of ﬁring dur-
ing nosepoke holding within a single trial. To this end, each
phase of nosepoking was split into 5 equal duration sub-phases
(Time), and spike rates during nosepoke holds in each of these
sub-phases, on each trial, were entered into a repeated measures
ANOVA with time as a within-subject factor and spatial position
of the VI as a between-subject factor. Neurons with signiﬁcant
modulation within a phase were classiﬁed as ramping if the ﬁring
rates across their ﬁve sub-phases progressed in a monotonic man-
ner, and as peaking if ﬁring rate rose and fell (or vice-versa) in
a bi-tonic manner with maximal (minimal) ﬁring rate in the 3rd
sub-phase. Because more than 75% of the duration of each phase
was composed of nosepoke holding (rather than repeated poking
throughout the phase), we performed a similar analysis on ﬁring
rates associated with poke initiation and termination, but we split
each phase into halves rather than ﬁfths to avoid missing values in
the ANOVA.
Histological procedure
The ﬁnal location of the electrodes was determined once data
acquisition was completed. Rats were anesthetized, and a 100-μA
current was passed through an electrode for 20 s, creating a small
marking lesion. Subsequently, the rats were deeply anesthetized
withpentobarbital andperfused intracardiallywith saline followed
by 10% phosphate-buffered formalin. Brains were post-ﬁxed for
1 week, immersed in 30% sucrose-formalin solution, frozen, and
sectioned into 50μm thick slices. Brain slices were stained with
cresyl violet, and electrode tracks and placement were veriﬁed.
Once the ﬁnal location of each electrode bundle was determined
histologically, the approximate location of the electrodes dur-
ing recordings was computed based upon the number of ventral
advancements made with the moveable electrode bundle.
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RESULTS
A total of 160 single units were recorded from 5 rats. Electrophys-
iological recordings occurred over the course of 28 sessions per
animal, with approximately 30–40 probe length trials per session.
On average, 11 recording sessions (range 3 to 28 sessions) yielded
isolatable units. The electrodes passed through the dorsal striatum
at the average AP coordinates of +0.44 mm from bregma, and ML
coordinates of ± 3.2 mmfrombregma. Recordings occurred atDV
coordinates that ranged from −2.81 to −6.12, with mean starting
depth at −4.01 and mean termination depth at −5.22.
BEHAVIOR
Average behavioral response patterns
Subjects primarily engaged in three bouts of sequential respond-
ing: an early phase of holding their snouts in the VI nosepoke,
a phase of FI nosepoke holding, and a 2nd phase of holding in
the VI nosepoke. Responses made at the FI nosepoke formed a
near-symmetrical peak distribution, with the mean of this dis-
tribution centered near the FI duration of 15 s. During electro-
physiological recordings, the average peak time of FI responding
was 16.6 (±1.1) s. The mean peak spread of this distribution was
4.9 (±0.5) s, which resulted in a coefﬁcient of variation of 0.30
(±0.04). Figure 3 (top panel) shows the average response pattern
of a single representative rat on a single recording session.
Single trial behavioral responding
The nosepoke behavior on single probe trials was well character-
ized by the same sequential progression of responding as seen in
the mean functions. The bottom panel of Figure 3 shows a single
trial from the session data shown in the top panel of Figure 3.
Across all rats, nosepoking on the VI nosepoke came to an initial
end at a mean time of 9.2 (±1.8) s, followed by initiation of poking
on the FI nosepoke at a mean time of 11.3 (±1.8) s. The mean ter-
mination time of FI nosepoking occurred at 20.5 (±1.8) s, and the
mean initiation time of the 2nd bout of VI nosepoking occurred at
24.0 (±2.0) s. These times led to a mean FI response period spread
of 9.2 (±2.0) s, and a midpoint of FI responding at 15.9 (±1.5) s.
During these response phases, the rats were predominantly
holding their snouts within the nosepoke aperture, but occasion-
ally moved their snouts in and out of the aperture, or backed
away from the nosepoke and engaged in other behaviors, such
as checking the food cup. The percentage of time during these
nosepoking phases in which the rats’ snouts were held within
the nosepoke aperture was 78% (±10). Mean poke duration was
1.13 (±0.9) s, with mean maximal poke duration (without snout
removal) on each trial of 3.1 (±2.0) s. Our analyses were restricted
to periods of time duringwhich the rats snoutwaswithin the nose-
poke aperture, or brief intervals (200 ms) immediately following
or preceding phase transitions.
NEURAL ACTIVITY
Trial-wide striatal ﬁring patterns
Individual striatal neurons showed a variety of activity patterns,
including peak-shapedproﬁles (Figure 4A) and ramp-shapedpro-
ﬁles (Figure 4B), or more commonly, complex patterns of activ-
ity that showed peak activations around the transitions between
nosepoke phases (Figure 4C) or contained both peak-like and
ramp-like components (Figure 4D). While these trial wide pat-
terns of neural activity may be meaningful, it is well known that
the smooth peak functions obtained in temporal production pro-
cedures result from averaging step-like responding (as seen in
Figure 3B) across trials (Gibbon and Church, 1990; Cheng and
Westwood, 1993; Church et al., 1994; Gallistel et al., 2004; Matell
et al., 2006a). In other words, the smooth curves are the direct
result of considerable variability in the times of response initia-
tion and termination. Due to this variability, the functions shown
in Figure 4 may mask abrupt ﬁring rate changes associated with
the behavioral transitions.
Task sensitivity
To quantitatively determine whether spike rates were reliably vary-
ing in a task-relatedmanner,we computed themean ﬁring rates on
each trial during the periods of time in which a subject initiated a
poke (200 ms after poke onset), held its snout within the nosepoke
aperture (excluding poke initiation and termination periods), and
terminated a poke (200 ms prior to poke offset). In addition, ﬁr-
ing rates associatedwith transitioning betweennosepoke apertures
were computed using 200 ms windows bordered by the termina-
tion or initiation of responding at each phase. Althoughwe did not
empiricallymonitor the rats’behaviors during these periods, anec-
dotal observation suggested that these brief 200 ms periods were
wholly composed of locomotor behaviors in which the rats were
either backing away (transition period A) or approaching (tran-
sition period B) the nosepoke. These behavioral periods compose
the analytic windows on which all subsequent analyses are based
(see Figure 2). Repeated measure ANOVAs with each behavioral
period as a within subject factor, and spatial location of active VI
nosepoke as a between-subject factor demonstrated that 137/160
(86%) of the neurons showed reliable ﬁring rate ﬂuctuations as a
function of these behavioral periods. The remaining analyses were
restricted to these task-sensitive neurons.
Temporal modulation across behavioral phases
To ascertain whether neuronal ﬁring rates were modulated by
temporal aspects of the task, repeatedmeasuresANOVAswere per-
formed as above, with matched behaviors comprising each phase
(e.g., poke hold-related activity). In this way, differences in ﬁring
rate can be interpreted as being due to differences in time in the
trial and/or the temporal predictability associated with the rein-
forcement schedule, rather than differences related to overt motor
behavior.
First, we compared the mean ﬁring rates that accrued during
the periods of time in which the rat’s snout was held within the VI
and FI nosepokes (excluding the ﬁrst and last 200 ms of each poke
to minimize the contributions of overt motor behavior). Because
these hold periods lasted for different durations of time for each
poke, we analyzed the mean ﬁring rate during these hold peri-
ods without including elapsed time of the hold as a factor. 64%
(88/137) of task-sensitive neurons showed temporal sensitivity in
their ﬁring rates. 49/88 cells showed a main effect of Phase,with no
effect of spatial position. An additional 39 cells showed an inter-
action between Phase and Space, indicating phase sensitivity for at
least one trial type (i.e., left VI or right VI trials). Of the neurons
showing only amain effect of phase, 78% (38) had a peak shape (22
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FIGURE 4 | Examples of the firing patterns observed during probe trials.
Solid and dashed lines depict nosepoking, dotted lines depict striatal ﬁring
rates, and triangles in rasters indicate the midpoint of FI responding on each
trial. (A) Depicts a striatal neuron with a peak-shaped activation proﬁle across
the trial. (B) Shows a roughly monotonic increase in spike rate as time
elapses. In (C), the activity of the cell differs across nosepoking phases (VI
versus FI) in an inverted peak shape, but also shows abrupt excitations
associated with the transition behaviors. (D) Displays a striatal neuron with
both peak-like and ramp-like components. Trials displayed in peri-event rasters
were ordered by the midpoint of FI responding.
positive, 16 negative), whereas 22% (11) had a monotonic ramp-
ing progression across the three phases (7 positive, 4 negative). Of
the 39 cells showing an interaction of phase and side, 10 had the
same pattern of activity across the two sides (7 peak, 3 ramp), with
the interaction resulting from different magnitudes of changes.
The remaining 29 cells had different patterns as a function of the
spatial position of the active VI nosepoke.
In a similar analysis, we compared ﬁring rates during a 200-ms
window either immediately after initiating a nosepoke or imme-
diately before terminating a nosepoke within a response phase.
Because these windows were of ﬁxed length, we also examined
the pattern of activity by including Time (ten 20 ms bins) as an
additional within-subject factor. For poke initiation, 59% of neu-
rons showed phase sensitivity (n = 81), either as a main effect of
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Phase alone (n = 28), and/or as an interaction of Phase with Side
(n = 30), Time (n = 21), and/or the 3-way Phase×Time× Side
interaction (n = 9). Similar results were found for poke termina-
tion, as 58%of neurons (n = 80) showedphase sensitivity.Of these
neurons, 27 had a main effect of Phase alone, whereas the remain-
ing neurons showed an interaction of Phase with Side (n = 32),
Time (n = 20), and/or the 3-way interaction (n = 18). A total of
108 neurons showed sensitivity to phase for either poke initiation
or poke termination, with 53 of these showing sensitivity to phase
for both initiating and terminating a poke. Representative exam-
ples of poke-related activity that varied as a function of Phase are
shown in Figure 5.
Finally, we compared ﬁring rates during the 200 ms window
around the transition period from VI poking to FI poking or vice-
versa. Speciﬁcally, we compared ﬁring rates while the subject was
backing away from the VI nosepoke (at the end of VI1) with those
obtainedwhile the subject was backing away from the FI nosepoke.
We also compared ﬁring rates when the subject was approaching
the FI nosepoke (and the end of VI1) with those from the period
of time associated with approaching the VI nosepoke (to begin
VI2). As with the poke-related activity, Time (ten 20 ms bins) was
included as a factor in order to assess changes in ﬁring pattern.
Firing rates while backing away from the nosepoke differed as a
function of Phase for 69 neurons (50%), with 19 showing only
a main effect of Phase, and the other 50 showing an interaction
with Space (33), Time (16) and/or both (16). Firing rates during
nosepoke approach differed as a function of Phase in 61 neurons
(45%), with 9 showing only a main effect of Phase, and the other
52 showing an interaction with Space (38), Time (15), and/or the
3-way interaction (12). Ninety-three of the neurons showed phase
sensitivity to at least oneof the transitions,with 37of these neurons
showing sensitivity for both backing away from and approach-
ing the nosepoke. Representative examples of transition-related
activity that varied as a function of Phase are shown in Figure 6.
Pooling over all of these comparisons between equivalent
behaviors displayed at different phases within the task, 95% (131)
of the task sensitive neurons showed sensitivity to phase for at
least 1 behavior. Of these 131 neurons, 70 showed phase sensi-
tivity to both holding and poking, 61 showed phase sensitivity to
both holding and transitioning, and 77 showed phase sensitivity
to poking and transitioning. Fifty neurons showed sensitivity to at
least one of the poke responses (initiation or termination), one of
the transition responses (backing away or approaching the nose-
poke) and to holding,with 11 neurons showing sensitivity to phase
for all ﬁve analyses (holding, poke in, poke out, transition-exiting,
transition-entering).
Sensitivity to overt motor behavior
The primary question motivating this experiment was whether the
hold-related ﬁring of cells with temporal/phase modulation across
the behavioral phases (i.e., holding during the VI and FI periods)
had ﬁring rates during one or more of the transition periods
FIGURE 5 | Representative examples of changes in the rate and/or
pattern of firing related to poke initiation (A–C) or poke termination (D).
The time of photobeam switch breakage (initiation) or completion
(termination) is indicated by the vertical dashed line at t =0. The three
columns represent the three phases (VI1 poking, FI poking, VI2 poking).
Statistics analyses were performed on the time after poke onset in (A–C), and
prior to poke offset in (D). In (A), a signiﬁcant difference as a function of
Phase was seen. In (B), signiﬁcant effects were found for Phase andTime. In
(C), signiﬁcant effects were seen for Phase, Time and the Phase×Time
interaction. In (D), only Phase was signiﬁcant.
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FIGURE 6 | Representative examples of changes in the rate and/or
pattern of firing related to transition behaviors. Panels (A) and (B)
correspond to the termination of poking and backing away from the
nosepoke, whereas panels (C) and (D) correspond to nosepoke approach and
initiation of poking. The vertical line at t=0 indicates offset of the response
phase (A,B) or onset of the response phase (C,D). Statistics analyses were
performed on the time after poke offset in panels (A,B), and prior to poke
onset in panels (C,D). In panels (A,C), a signiﬁcant difference as a function of
Phase was seen. In panels (B,D), signiﬁcant effects were found for Phase,
Time, and the Phase×Time interaction.
that differed from that expected based upon monotonic growth
or decay associated with the immediately surrounding response
phases. Of the 88 cells showing temporal/phase sensitivity during
nosepoke hold behaviors, 80 (91%) had ﬁring rates during one
or more of the transition phases that were signiﬁcantly different
from the ﬁring rates expected from the surrounding hold peri-
ods. The non-monotonic nature of the transition-related ﬁring is
shown in Figure 7. Indeed, all 137 task sensitive cells showed mean
activity rates during one or both transition periods that were out-
side the range of the surrounding nosepoke hold-related ﬁring
rates.
We also analyzed whether ﬁring rates associated with nose-
poke initiation or termination differed from that associated with
holding the snout within the nosepoke. To this end, we ran a
repeated measures ANVOA with phase (VI1, FI, VI2) and type
(holding versus poking) as within subject factors, and spatial posi-
tion of the active VI nosepoke as a between-subject factor. Of the
88 cells showing temporal/phase sensitivity during holding, 91%
(n = 80) showed differential activity between holding and pok-
ing, with 64 neurons showing differences between holding and
poke initiation, 56 neurons showing differences between holding
and poke termination and 40 neurons showing differential activ-
ity for both initiation and termination. Together, 99% (87/88) of
the neurons showing temporal sensitivity during nosepoke holds
showed differential activity during overt motor behaviors (either
poking or transitioning). 83% of these cells (73/88) showed differ-
ential activity between holding and both poking and transitioning.
Such differential activity is incompatible with an abstract repre-
sentation of time that evolves without sensitivity to the evolving
behavior.
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FIGURE 7 | Mean firing rates during the hold windows and transitioning
phases.The ﬁring rate of each phase is plotted at a point on the abscissa that
corresponds to the mean time at which these phases began and ended. The
ﬁring rates are computed by “triggering” at the time of each phase’s onset on
a trial-by-trial basis to eliminate the temporal variability of each phase as it
relates to trial onset. To facilitate display, the duration of the transition
segments is shown over 500ms, rather than the 200ms used for analysis.
The neurons in panels (A–D) are the same neurons shown in Figures 4A–D.
Modulation of activity within a response phase
As the above results suggested that striatal activity reﬂects tem-
poral information as well as motor information, we sought to
examine whether ﬁring rates reliably varied as a function of
time during nosepoke-holding behavior after controlling for the
associated reinforcement schedule. To assess temporal sensitiv-
ity within a response phase, we divided the response phase on
each trial into ﬁve equally spaced bins, and computed the ﬁring
rate during nosepoke holds during these bins. 67% (92) of the
cells showed temporal sensitivity within at least one phase. Of
the 49 cells showing only a main effect of phase in ﬁring rate
across the three response phases, without a spatial interaction (as
described earlier), 34 (69%) showed signiﬁcant variation in ﬁring
rate within one or more of these nosepoking phases, indicating
that time in the trial inﬂuences the ﬁring rate of these cells, in
addition to any inﬂuence of reinforcement schedule. 20% of these
cells (10/49) were modulated during the 1st VI phase, 41% of
cells (20/49) had signiﬁcant ﬁring rate modulations during the
FI phase, and 27% of these cells (13/49) were modulated dur-
ing the 2nd VI phase. However, only 4 of these 49 cells showed a
peak-shaped (3) or ramp pattern (1) during the FI period, with
7/49 cells showing ramp (3) or peak (4) patterns during one of
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the VI periods. Thus, while a substantial number of cells had
variations in ﬁring rate across time while holding their snouts
in the nosepoke under the contingencies of a particular rein-
forcement schedule, this variation was generally inconsistent with
theoretical expectations (i.e., patterns were not peak or ramp
shaped).
Similarly, we assessed whether the ﬁring rate and/or pattern
associated with nosepoke initiation or termination changed as
a function of time within a phase. Due to relatively low rates
of poking (as the majority of time within a phase was com-
posed of hold responses), we assessed variation in ﬁring pattern
from the ﬁrst half to second half of each phase. 95% of the cells
(131/137) showed changes in their poke response as a function
of time within a phase. Seventy-nine cells showed temporal sen-
sitivity within the VI1 period, 95 showed sensitivity during the FI
period, and 83 showed sensitivity during the VI2 period. Pooling
across both types of behaviors, 133 cells (96%) showed within-
phase modulation to either the poke or hold, with 78 cells (56%)
showing within phase sensitivity to both poking and holding
behaviors.
Maximal change in ﬁring rate
Given the dynamics in ﬁring both across and within phases of the
task, we were interested in identifying the behavioral phase that
was most effective in modulating the activity of these striatal cells.
To this end,we examined whether the nosepoking, holding, transi-
tion phases were associated with the maximal change in ﬁring rate
compared to the average ﬁring rate associated with these behav-
iors. Of the 137 task-modulated cells, 3 (2%) showed the maximal
rate change during nosepoke holds, 14 (10%) showed the max-
imal rate during a poke (either initiation or termination), while
120 (88%) had a maximal rate change during one of the transition
periods.
DISCUSSION
A number of recent studies have demonstrated that the stria-
tum is a crucial component of the interval timing system (Rao
et al., 2001; Malapani et al., 2002; Ferrandez et al., 2003; Matell
et al., 2003; Coull, 2004; Harrington et al., 2004; Macdonald and
Meck, 2005; Meck, 2006; Drew et al., 2007; Livesey et al., 2007;
Stevens et al., 2007). The results of this study add further sup-
port to this idea by demonstrating that 95% of the behaviorally
sensitive striatal neurons had different ﬁring rates for equivalent
behaviors as a function of the phase in the trial at which the
behavior was emitted, indicating that either elapsed time and/or
the temporal predictability of the reinforcement contingencies
modulates ﬁring rates. An equivalently high proportion of stri-
atal cells (96%) showed variation in ﬁring rate as a function of
time within a single nosepoking period. As such, these data clearly
indicate that the striatum is intimately involved in the temporal
control of behavior. Nevertheless, the striatum is a functionally
heterogeneous structure (Nisenbaum et al., 1988; Nakano et al.,
2000; Chapman et al., 2003), and the large proportion of neurons
showing temporal sensitivity should be interpreted with regard
to the relatively small number (n = 160) of cells recorded. Still,
our results are consistent with previous work showing that neural
regions that innervate the striatum (cortex, thalamus, substantia
nigra) have all been linked to interval timing (Lejeune et al., 1997;
Harrington and Haaland, 1999; Macar et al., 1999, 2004; Komura
et al., 2001; Rao et al., 2001; Brody et al., 2003; Ferrandez et al.,
2003; Leon and Shadlen, 2003; Nenadic et al., 2003; Coull, 2004;
Coull et al., 2004; Sakurai et al., 2004; Janssen and Shadlen, 2005;
Tsujimoto and Sawaguchi, 2005; Jahanshahi et al., 2006; Matell
et al., 2006a, 2011; Meck, 2006; Shuler and Bear, 2006; Mita et al.,
2009). Such data led to the development of the SBF model of
interval timing (Matell and Meck, 2000, 2000), which proposed
that patterns of neural activity in the cortex evolve as a func-
tion of time, and that the striatum learns the cortical activity
pattern occurring at the time of reinforcement via a dopaminer-
gic reinforcement signal from the substantia nigra. In subsequent
situations requiring the temporal control of behavior, striatal
detection of a similar cortical activity pattern initiates respond-
ing. While the current data demonstrating striatal involvement in
timing behavior provides support for this general interpretation,
evaluation of the patterns of activity obtained in this study provide
additional clarity regarding the possible roles played by this struc-
ture as well as providing some constraints for models of interval
timing.
The present study was aimed at assessing whether striatal neu-
rons might represent “abstract” temporal information (Walsh,
2003; van Wassenhove, 2009), divorced from the motor behaviors
of the organism. Our results demonstrate that the vast major-
ity of striatal cells cannot be viewed as reﬂecting the temporal
predictability of reinforcement without also demonstrating sensi-
tivity to the motor behaviors involved in obtaining this anticipated
reward. In other words, the striatum does not appear to repre-
sent time in an “abstract” manner. Speciﬁcally, the results of the
present study revealed that 99% of those cells showing modula-
tion in hold-related activity as a function of phase had ﬁring rates
that were acutely and signiﬁcantly modiﬁed by the overt motor
behaviors of the animal in a manner that is inconsistent with a
ramp or peak-shaped evolution of activity across the trial. Rather,
the striatal activity recorded in the present study showed sensitiv-
ity to different behavioral phases and phase transitions, and also
showed sensitivity to time within a behavioral phase, but such sen-
sitivity was not reﬂected by a coherent trial-wide pattern. We note
however, that due to trial-by-trial variation in behavioral pattern-
ing, neural activity was analyzed in relative rather than absolute
time, and it is possible that this analytic approach may have lim-
ited our ability to detect coherent temporal patterns. Aside from
this concern, given the lack of a coherent trial-wide activity pat-
tern, the response rule(s) utilized for integrating the behavioral
and temporal information remains unclear. One possibility is that
temporal processing in the striatum is computed in a behavioral
state dependent manner, such that the elapsed duration is assessed
solely within a single behavioral state. Upon a state transition,
the processing of time begins anew. In this scheme, the tempo-
ral organization of behavior across the entire trial might occur
through striatal and cortical sensitivity to sequential or ordinal
components, rather than time, per se (Cromwell and Berridge,
1996; Miyachi et al., 1997; Aldridge and Berridge, 1998; Suri
and Schultz, 1998; Tanji, 2001). Indeed, given the interactions
between time and sequence (Funahashi et al., 1993; Dominey,
1998; Matell et al., 2006b), studies that compare and contrast
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these information sources will be necessary to understand their
contributions.
Given the striatum’s sensitivity to overt motor behavior, the
current results are in conﬂict with the striatum playing a role as
the accumulator in information processingmodels of interval tim-
ing, such as Scalar Timing Theory (SET – Gibbon, 1977) or the
Multiple Time Scales model (MTS – Staddon and Higa, 1999).
These models specify that the temporal control of the organ-
ism is based upon the accumulation or decay of a neural signal
that is sequestered from the animal’s behavior. Rather, the behav-
ioral dependence seen here is, in some regards, closer in spirit
to the Behavioral Theory of Timing (BET – Killeen and Fetter-
man, 1988) and a dynamic offshoot, Learning to Time Theory
(LET – Machado, 1997), which specify that temporal control is
predicated upon transitions in behavioral states. Further,while the
present results showing behavioral sensitivity of the recorded neu-
rons are roughly compatible with the proposal that the striatum
serves as the decision stage of SET, MTS, and similar behaviorally
sequestered models, these neurons cannot be functioning solely
as decision stage processors for a single accumulation/decay sig-
nal. Rather, monitoring the passage of time appears to be but one
of a host of internal and external signals that would be operated
upon by the striatum. Similarly, while SBF is generally consistent
with the present data in that the cortical activity patterns that are
detected by the striatum can include motor cortical patterns that
reﬂect current behavioral states, the ﬁnding that temporally mod-
ulated neurons are themselves behaviorally sensitive is difﬁcult to
reconcile with SBF’s proposal that individual neurons learn a spe-
ciﬁc cortical activity pattern related to the time of reinforcement
(Matell and Meck, 2000).
A related ﬁnding from the present work is that the transition
periodsweremore effective at driving activity during the task com-
pared to the nosepoke periods (88% of task-modulated cells had
maximally modulated activity during one of the transition phases
vs. 12% during either nosepoking or holding the snout within
the nosepoke). These data suggest that the behavioral transitions,
rather than the nosepoking behaviors which are the most proxi-
mately reinforced behaviors, are particularly relevant for driving
striatal activity. This ﬁnding is at odds with most information-
processing based timing models which view the interval between
trial onset and the delivery of reinforcement to be the primary
piece of temporal information learned by the organism (Gib-
bon, 1977; Gibbon and Church, 1984; Church and Broadbent,
1991; Staddon and Higa, 1999; Matell and Meck, 2000). As such,
neural activity that represents biologically relevant times might be
expected to peak at the criterion duration, much as the animal’s
responses do (see Figure 3), and several reports have identiﬁed
maximal neural activity at this time point (Leon and Shadlen,
2003; Matell et al., 2003; Janssen and Shadlen, 2005; Shuler and
Bear, 2006; Mita et al., 2009). In contrast, the present data suggest
that the striatummay speciﬁcally encode the optimal time to begin
and end responding,without representing a speciﬁc expectation of
when reinforcement should arrive. Such transition related activity
may be viewed as being consistent with the decision stage of inter-
val timing models (i.e., detecting the times at which a currently
elapsed interval is “similar enough” to previously reinforced times
to generate responding (e.g., Ivry and Spencer, 2004; Lo andWang,
2006). However, a simple instantiation of these models would pre-
dict that such decision stage activity would continue throughout
the FI response phase, rather than being maximal at the onset or
offset of this phase. Rather, the present results suggest that the
striatum may serve to represent the appropriate time of action
to effectively interface with the environment, rather than repre-
sent the time of external events which then demand action. These
ﬁnding again are consistent with aspects of both BET and LET
in that these models construe temporal control to result from a
sequence of behavioral states, as the “action” in these models is
the transition between behavioral states (Killeen and Fetterman,
1988).
While the current ﬁndings showed that the large majority of
striatal cells had intra-state ﬁring rate modulations, few of these
ﬁring patterns were of a theoretically predicted pattern (i.e., peaks
or ramps) and none were consistent across all behavioral states
(e.g., the few neurons that ramped during the 1st VI period did
not continue to ramp or peak during the FI and 2nd VI periods).
As with the sensitivity to the overt motor behavior associated with
switching between nosepokes, this ﬁnding is difﬁcult to recon-
cile with interval timing models that base temporal control on
monotonic- or peak-shaped evolution of an internal clock signal
that is sequestered from behavior. While previous investigators
have noted ramp- and peak-shaped patterns of cortical activ-
ity in interval timing tasks (Kojima and Goldman-Rakic, 1982;
Fuster, 1997; Brody et al., 2003; Leon and Shadlen, 2003; Sakurai
et al., 2004; Janssen and Shadlen, 2005; Tsujimoto and Sawaguchi,
2005; Mita et al., 2009), these prior results have come from pri-
mates required to remain motionless across the entire period in
which such activity patterns have been assessed. Thus,while typical
interpretations of such data have been that these activity proﬁles
are related to anticipated reinforcement, the current data suggest
that they may be related to impending behavioral state changes.
Indeed, recent work from our lab has shown a variety of peak
and ramp patterns in a premotor cortical region during a steady
state response period, but as in the present work, these patterns
were not maintained throughout the entire trial (Matell et al.,
2011). Conversely, while the behavioral timing models (BET and
LET) do not view behavioral states as having meaningful temporal
dynamics, which conﬂicts with the intra-state modulations seen
in the present recordings, these models do not require that indi-
vidual neural states directly map onto discrete behavioral states,
but rather propose that some neural states and state transitions
might be covert (Killeen and Fetterman, 1988). As such, the cur-
rent data are consistent with these models. While not modeled as
part of SBF,Matell andMeck (2000) suggested that, given the loop-
circuitry of the cortico-striatal-thalamic network, it was likely that
temporal information arises in a dynamicmanner as activity prop-
agates repeatedly through the circuit. In this manner, neural and
behavioral state changes could be incorporated into the general
framework of SBF.
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